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DESCRIPTIONS: 

Buddenbrooks 

by Thomas Mann 

A 1901 novel chronicling the decline of a wealthy north German merchant family over the course of four 

generations, incidentally portraying the manner of life and mores of the Hanseatic bourgeoisie in the 

years from 1835 to 1877. Mann drew deeply from the history of his own family, the Mann family of 

Lübeck, and their milieu. 

It was Mann's first novel, published in 1901 when he was twenty-six years old. With the publication of 

the 2nd edition in 1903, Buddenbrooks became a major literary success. The work led to a Nobel Prize in 

Literature for Mann in 1929; although the Nobel award generally recognizes an author's body of work, 

the Swedish Academy's citation for Mann identified "his great novel Buddenbrooks" as the principal 

reason for his prize. 

Mann began writing the book in October 1897, when he was twenty-two years old. The novel was 

completed three years later, in July 1900, and published in October 1901. His objective was to write a 

novel on the conflicts between businessman and artist's worlds, presented as a family saga, continuing 

in the realist tradition of such 19th-century works as Stendhal's Le Rouge et le Noir (1830; The Red and 

the Black). More personally, he hoped to surpass the achievement of his eldest brother Heinrich Mann, 

who had met relative success with his novel In einer Familie (1894, In a Family) and who was working at 

the time on another novel about German bourgeois society, Im Schlaraffenland (1900, In the Land of 

Cockaigne). Buddenbrooks is perhaps Mann's most enduringly popular novel, especially in Germany, 

where it has been cherished for its intimate portrait of 19th-century German bourgeois life. 

Before Buddenbrooks, Mann had written only short stories, which had been collected under the title 

Der kleine Herr Friedemann (1898, Little Herr Friedemann). They portrayed spiritually challenged figures 

who struggle to find happiness in (or at the margins of) bourgeois society. Similar themes appear in the 

Buddenbrooks, but in a fully developed style that already reflects the mastery of narrative, subtle irony 

of tone, and rich character descriptions of Mann's mature fiction. 

The exploration of decadence in the novel reflects the influence of Arthur Schopenhauer's The World as 

Will and Representation on the young Thomas Mann. The Buddenbrooks of successive generations 

experience a gradual decline of their finances and family ideals, finding happiness increasingly elusive as 

values change and old hierarchies are challenged by Germany's rapid industrialization. The characters 

who subordinate their personal happiness to the welfare of the family firm encounter reverses, as do 

those who do not. 

The city where the Buddenbrooks live shares so many street names and other details with Mann's native 

town of Lübeck that the identification is unmistakable, although the novel makes no mention of the 

name. The young author was condemned for writing a scandalous, defamatory roman à clef about 

(supposedly) recognizable personages. Mann defended the right of a writer to use material from his 

own experience. 

The years covered in the novel were marked by major political and military developments that reshaped 

Germany, such as the Revolutions of 1848, the Austro-Prussian War, and the establishment of the 



German Empire. Historic events nevertheless generally remain in the background, having no direct 

bearing on the lives of the characters. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

What I Loved 

by Siri Hustvedt 

Siri Hustvedt has written a novel of ideas, in which she tackles questions of how much of what we 

perceive is personal, how much shared, how much is fixed for all time and how much is liable to shift. 

What I Loved is a ferociously clever book that, for the first third, I thought I disliked.  

Hustvedt writes like a critic, assessing, analyzing, interpreting. (This is not unapt: her narrator, Leo 

Hertzberg, is a professor of art history who has written a book called A Brief History of Seeing in 

Western Painting.) Her characters inhabit a rarefied world of SoHo art galleries and universities and are 

so preoccupied with interpreting their lives that you wonder how they manage to live them.  

Leo looks back on his life in old age, with failing eyesight. 'Every story we tell about ourselves can only 

be told in the past tense,' he notes in the closing pages. 'It winds backwards from where we now stand, 

no longer the actors in the story but its spectators who have chosen to speak.' His approach to this 

retelling is symbolized by the collection of objects culled from his past that he keeps in a drawer.  

Depending on how he arranges them, they evoke different feelings, different interpretations, and it is 

these that interest him, more than the events themselves; when telling his story, he often glides over 

long periods in a single paragraph or selects one tiny incident, dispensed with in a sentence or two, as a 

jumping-off point for long passages of reflection. There are detailed descriptions of his friend Bill 

Weschler's art, sometimes as a prelude to more general art musings. But since the pieces cannot be 

seen in reality and didn't spring off the page, this all felt rather hard going.   

For around the first 130 pages, prior to the death on which the action turns, the characters seem over-

intellectualized and overintellectualizing. They are typified by Lazlo, the friend who always slips Leo an 

envelope before he leaves, usually containing an improving quotation. 'I had already been treated to 

Thomas Bernhard's spleen, "Velázquez, Rembrandt, Giorgione, Bach, Handel, Mozart, Goethe ... Pascal, 

Voltaire, all of them such inflated monstrosities" and to a quote from Philip Guston I particularly liked, 

"To know and yet how not to know is the greatest puzzle of all".'  

Leo retraces his family's friendship with Bill and his family, which begins when he buys an early Weschler 

painting. The Weschlers move in upstairs in Leo's building and their wives have baby boys at the same 

time. For the first section of the book, the action seems to be like one of Bill's art works, which take the 

form of paintings or sculptures in boxes or behind doors - frustratingly distant, removed, peopled by 

characters who are primarily objects, to be observed.  

This isn't helped by the sense of foreboding that haunts the early section. But then the anticipated death 

occurs and the novel takes off. There is a long description of grief, moving without being mawkish, 

which combines intellectual rigor with wild feeling; after this, the characters' need to make sense of the 

world is more than an academic challenge: it is psychologically overwhelming.  



And then, in the final third, the book, surprisingly, becomes a page-turner. Bill's son, Mark, has another 

way of seeing altogether; he 'has become an interpretative conundrum'. Is he mad or does he simply 

inhabit a culture that is out of the reach of the middle aged? And, if in some sense mad, how should his 

illness be described? His stepmother is researching a book about nineteenth-century hysterics. Hysteria 

is an illness that no longer exists but has been transmuted into, among other things, antisocial 

personality. And reassuring as it might be to think that the actions of the sufferers of antisocial 

personality are monstrous and unnatural, peculiar to psychopaths, Leo is a German Jew and knows they 

are widely shared.  

Any novel, as any piece of art, relies on expressing the particular perceptions of its author while being 

sufficiently recognizable to the audience to be meaningful. This paradox is what fascinates Siri Hustvedt. 

She is interested in the gap between the shared story and the individual reading. And in this very 

ambitious book the themes wind back and forth, crisscrossing, tangling the reader up in images and 

symbols, suggesting patterns and then shifting them. Hustvedt's intelligence is sharp and there are some 

wonderful observations. 

'I've always thought that love thrives on a certain kind of distance,' Leo says at one point, 'that it 

requires an awed separateness to continue. Without that necessary remove, the physical minutiae of 

the other person grows ugly in its magnification.' 

That seemed absolutely recognizable, a useful insight. And the book haunted me afterwards far more 

than I had expected. It was worth persisting beyond the opening, with its art-criticism-applied-to-life 

approach which, like Bill's work, appears to be 'an investigation of the inadequacy of symbolic surfaces - 

the formulas of explanation that fall short of reality'. The story gets beyond this post-modern 

preoccupation with storytelling itself, and takes on a dramatic and felt life of its own. In the end, it is not 

only clever, but engaging.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Book Thief  

by Markus Zusak  

It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will 

become busier still. 

Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for 

herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her 

accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors 

during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. 

In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I 

Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time.(less) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



Breakfast at Tiffany's  

by Truman Capote 

The novel opens in New York during World War II. We're introduced to an unnamed narrator who 

moves into a brownstone apartment building in the city in order pursue his career as a writer. Shortly 

after moving into the apartment, he sees Holiday Golightly (she goes by Holly for most of the novel) for 

the first time late one night in the hall of the apartment building, but it takes a while before he actually 

meets her face-to-face. 

And then one night his life changes entirely when Holly knocks on his bedroom window after she's been 

sitting out on the fire escape watching him. He lets her in and after the two get to know each other a 

little better, Holly crawls into the narrator's bed (just so she can get some rest) because he reminds her 

of her brother Fred and she feels safe with him. But when she starts crying, and when the narrator asks 

her about it, Holly rushes back to her own apartment (and we and the narrator learn that Holly doesn't 

like discussing anything too personal about her life). 

Holly and the narrator start to spend some time together, and he learns that Holly is in the habit of 

entertaining lots of different men at loud parties in her apartment. He's invited to one of these parties 

and, among others, meets a Hollywood agent named O.J. Berman, who once tried to get Holly into 

movies, and a man named Rusty Trawler, who pretends he loves Holly but who she thinks is actually gay. 

The narrator also meets Mag Wildwood at one of these soirees (she's a model who can't hold her liquor 

and who Holly doesn't like very much). Mag is engaged to a Brazilian diplomat named José Ybarra-Jaegar 

(he becomes important to the story a little later on). 

One of the ways Holly earns money is by visiting alleged mobster Sally Tomato in prison every week. The 

visits seem innocent enough, and Holly gets paid to send weather reports back to Sally's lawyer (whose 

name is O'Shaughnessy). But we soon learn that these weather reports aren't as innocent as they seem. 

At some point, Holly, Rusty, Mag, and José take a trip to Florida, and after Mag and Rusty both end up in 

the hospital, Holly and José start an affair with each other that ends up with Holly getting pregnant. Mag 

and Rusty find out about the affair and marry each other instead (the marriage ends badly, we later 

learn). Does this sound enough like a soap opera yet? Wait, there's more! 

José eventually proposes to Holly and she makes plans to move to Brazil to be with him. This devastates 

the narrator, who has fallen a little in love with Holly and who has come to depend on having her in his 

life. But he agrees to go horseback riding with her in Central Park a few days before she's scheduled to 

leave New York so she can say good-bye to her favorite horse. The ride is a disaster in more ways than 

one. The narrator's horse freaks out and takes off with the narrator still on him. So Holly rides hard to 

catch up to the narrator and to save him, an overexertion that causes her to lose the baby (though we 

don't know that yet).  

Later the same evening, Holly is tending to the narrator, who is still sore and battered from the 

horseback ride, when she's confronted by two detectives who arrest her for being part of a drug ring 

headed by Sally Tomato. It seems those weather reports were actually messages about drug shipments 

(which Holly is unaware of), and she's taken into custody and her name is splashed all over the evening 

newspapers. José loves Holly, but he decides that he can't risk being associated with any scandal since it 



could ruin his political career. He writes her a "Dear John" letter and returns to Brazil without her (keep 

in mind that he thinks she is still pregnant with his child). 

Since Holly no longer has married life with José to look forward to, she decides she's going to leave the 

country (even though she's still under investigation for the drug charges), and decides she's going to 

head to Brazil anyway since José has already paid for her ticket. She asks the narrator to help her gather 

her things since she's being watched by the authorities (which he does), and she eventually makes it to 

the airport and goes on her way. 

A lot of time passes before the narrator hears from Holly, but he finally gets a postcard from her. It 

seems she's made her way to Buenos Aires where she's fallen in love with a rich (and married) man. She 

promises to write the narrator again once she has a permanent address, but we learn that he never 

hears from her again and he's left wondering what becomes of her and whether she ever finds 

happiness  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

My Promised Land 

by Ari Sharit 

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK 

TIMES BOOK  

REVIEW AND THE ECONOMIST 

Winner of the Natan Book Award, the National Jewish Book Award, and the Anisfield-Wolf Book Award 

An authoritative and deeply personal narrative history of the State of Israel, by one of the most 

influential journalists writing about the Middle East today 

Not since Thomas L. Friedman’s groundbreaking From Beirut to Jerusalem has a book captured the 

essence and the beating heart of the Middle East as keenly and dynamically as My Promised Land. 

Facing unprecedented internal and external pressures, Israel today is at a moment of existential crisis. 

Ari Shavit draws on interviews, historical documents, private diaries, and letters, as well as his own 

family’s story, illuminating the pivotal moments of the Zionist century to tell a riveting narrative that is 

larger than the sum of its parts: both personal and national, both deeply human and of profound 

historical dimension. 

We meet Shavit’s great-grandfather, a British Zionist who in 1897 visited the Holy Land on a Thomas 

Cook tour and understood that it was the way of the future for his people; the idealist young farmer 

who bought land from his Arab neighbor in the 1920s to grow the Jaffa oranges that would create 

Palestine’s booming economy; the visionary youth group leader who, in the 1940s, transformed Masada 

from the neglected ruins of an extremist sect into a powerful symbol for Zionism; the Palestinian who as 

a young man in 1948 was driven with his family from his home during the expulsion from Lydda; the 

immigrant orphans of Europe’s Holocaust, who took on menial work and focused on raising their 

children to become the leaders of the new state; the pragmatic engineer who was instrumental in 

developing Israel’s nuclear program in the 1960s, in the only interview he ever gave; the zealous 

religious Zionists who started the settler movement in the 1970s; the dot-com entrepreneurs and young 



men and women behind Tel-Aviv’s booming club scene; and today’s architects of Israel’s foreign policy 

with Iran, whose nuclear threat looms ominously over the tiny country. 

As it examines the complexities and contradictions of the Israeli condition, My Promised Land asks 

difficult but important questions: Why did Israel come to be? How did it come to be? Can Israel survive? 

Culminating with an analysis of the issues and threats that Israel is currently facing, My Promised Land 

uses the defining events of the past to shed new light on the present. The result is a landmark portrait of 

a small, vibrant country living on the edge, whose identity and presence play a crucial role in today’s 

global political landscape. 

Praise for My Promised Land 

“This book will sweep you up in its narrative force and not let go of you until it is done. . . . [Shavit’s] 

accomplishment is so unlikely, so total . . . that it makes you believe anything is possible, even, God help 

us, peace in the Middle East.”—Simon Schama, Financial Times 

“Spellbinding . . . In this divided, fought-over shard of land splintered from the Middle East barely 

seventy years ago, Mr. Shavit’s prophetic voice carries lessons that all sides need to hear.”—The 

Economist 

“[A] searingly honest, descriptively lush, painful and riveting story of the creation of Zionism in Israel and 

[Shavit’s] own personal voyage.”—The Washington Post 

“[An] important and powerful novel" 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

My Beloved World: The Bronx, the Bench and the Life in Between 

A Memoir by Sonia Sotomayor 

(Review by Michiko Kakutani, New York Times) 

Justice Sonia Sotomayor has written an intimate memoir.  

That’s what Sonia Sotomayor told a friend after her first day in open court as a new federal judge back in 

1992. She had been so terrified, she recalls in her new memoir, that her knees were literally knocking 

together as she began addressing the courtroom from the bench. And yet the minute she jumped in 

with a question for the litigants, the panic passed, and she realized she would be just fine.  

More than fine, it turns out: from federal court for the Southern District of New York she would move on 

to the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, and in 2009 she was sworn in as an 

associate justice of the Supreme Court. In nominating Judge Sotomayor to the highest court in the land, 

President Obama pointed out that her life story was the embodiment of the American dream. She grew 

up poor in a Bronx housing project at a time when gangs were carving up the neighborhood, learned she 

had juvenile diabetes when she was 7 and lost her father a couple of years later. She would go on to 

Princeton (where she won the prestigious Pyne Prize), Yale Law School, the Manhattan district 

attorney’s office and ultimately the Supreme Court, where she became the nation’s first Hispanic justice.  

But if the outlines of Justice Sotomayor’s life are well known by now, her searching and emotionally 

intimate memoir, “My Beloved World,” nonetheless has the power to surprise and move the reader. 



Whereas the justice’s legal writings have been described by reporters as dry, methodical and technical, 

this account of her life is revealing, keenly observed and deeply felt.  

The book sheds little new light on how she views issues that might come before the Supreme Court 

(aside from some candid talk about resistance she encountered, as a student, from critics of affirmative 

action), but it stands very much on its own — not unlike Barack Obama’s first book, Dreams From My 

Father — as a compelling and powerfully written memoir about identity and coming of age.  

Through evocative, plain-spoken prose Justice Sotomayor engages in an earnest, soul-searching look 

back at her childhood as the daughter of Puerto Rican parents and at her education and years as a 

lawyer. She provides a visceral sense of what it was like to grow up with a dysfunctional family, 

overshadowed by her alcoholic father’s unpredictable behavior, and what it was like to grow up in the 

Bronx in the 1960s and ’70s, in a neighborhood where stairwells were to be avoided (because of 

muggers and addicts shooting up), and where tourniquets and glassine packets littered the sidewalks.  

The young Sonia’s best friend was her cousin Nelson, with whom she began childhood “almost as twins, 

inseparable and, in our own eyes, virtually identical” — except that “he was smarter” and “had the 

father I wished for.” Nelson would become a heroin addict and die of AIDS before his 30th birthday. 

Why, Justice Sotomayor wonders, did she manage to survive when Nelson failed, “consumed by the 

same dangers that had surrounded me?”  

The culture of machismo played a role, she writes, the “culture that pushes boys out onto the streets 

while protecting girls,” but her own force of will would prove crucial too. 

That sense of discipline and perseverance stemmed partly from her determination to manage her 

diabetes (she started giving herself insulin shots at 7 because her parents seemed unable to deal with 

the procedure); partly from her awareness, as a child, of the precariousness of existence, slammed 

home by her father’s drinking and her mother’s angry response to his alcoholism (which took the form 

of working nights and weekends to avoid being at home). It was the love and protection of her 

grandmother Abuelita, says Justice Sotomayor, that gave her “a refuge from the chaos at home” and 

allowed her “to imagine the most improbable of possibilities for my life.”  

The self-reliance she learned as a girl would serve her well in navigating the high altitudes of the Ivy 

League and later the world of law, but it would also have emotional fallout on her personal life. She says 

her marriage to her high school sweetheart, Kevin Noonan, fell apart partly because of the demands of 

her career, partly because her husband said he felt she did not really need him.  

She didn’t think of “need as an essential part of love,” she says, but that was perhaps too rational a way 

of looking at it: “The truth is that since childhood I had cultivated an existential independence. It came 

from perceiving the adults around me as unreliable, and without it I felt I wouldn’t have survived. I cared 

deeply for everyone in my family, but in the end I depended on myself.”  

As a girl, Sonia became fascinated with the idea of becoming a lawyer or judge from watching “Perry 

Mason.” Her first dream, however, was of growing up to become a detective like her favorite heroine, 

Nancy Drew. Her mind worked in similar ways to Nancy’s, she told herself:  

“I was a keen observer and listener. I picked up on clues. I figured things out logically, and I enjoyed 

puzzles. I loved the clear, focused feeling that came when I concentrated on solving a problem and 



everything else faded out.” That rationality — and her sense of herself as “a creature of rules” — would 

prove useful in law school, and later when she was a prosecutor and judge.  

“If the system is broken, my inclination is to fix it rather than to fight it,” she writes. “I have faith in the 

process of the law, and if it is carried out fairly, I can live with the results, whatever they may be. And 

knowing that the poor and minorities are disproportionately the victims of crimes, I’m loath to view the 

adversarial process of the law as class warfare by another name.”  

Justice Sotomayor writes as someone with considerable self-knowledge, and she points out that there 

has been a recurrent pattern in her life. Whether it was Princeton, Yale Law, the Manhattan district 

attorney’s office or an appointment to the bench, the challenges of a new environment would initially 

lead to a period “of fevered insecurity, a reflexive terror that I’ll fall flat on my face,” followed by 

“ferocious compensatory effort.” She had learned from her mother, she says, that “a surplus of effort 

could overcome a deficit of confidence.”  

In college she received a C on her first midterm paper and realized she needed to learn how to construct 

more coherent arguments, and that she also needed to improve her English, which was “riddled with 

Spanish constructions and usage.” Over the next few summers, she says, she devoted each day’s lunch 

hour to grammar exercises and to learning 10 new words. She also tried to catch up on the classics —

like “The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn” and “Pride and Prejudice” — that she’d missed out on in her 

youth, when there was little to read around the house besides Reader’s Digest.  

Fear of leaving anything to chance — another legacy of her unstable childhood — made her prepare 

intensively for classwork and legal cases. And her single-minded devotion to work paid off: just as she 

became adept at collecting gold stars as a schoolgirl, so she graduated from Princeton summa cum laude 

and, as a prosecutor, began racking up convictions. She credits her many mentors — including José A. 

Cabranes at Yale and Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who helped set her career as a federal judge in 

motion — with teaching her fundamental lessons along the way, which, she says, she absorbed as a 

“happy sponge.”  

For instance, she notes that Warren Murray, the bureau chief in the Manhattan district attorney’s office, 

taught her that, as a prosecutor, she could not appeal to logic alone, but needed to use emotion to 

make jurors feel the “moral responsibility to convict.” 

The state’s case “is a narrative: the story of a crime,” she goes on. And: “It is the particulars that make a 

story real. In examining witnesses, I learned to ask general questions so as to elicit details with powerful 

sensory associations: the colors, the sounds, the smells that lodge an image in the mind and put the 

listener in the burning house.”  

This insightful memoir underscores just how well Justice Sotomayor mastered the art of narrative. It’s an 

eloquent and affecting testament to the triumph of brains and hard work over circumstance, of a 

childhood dream realized through extraordinary will and dedication.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



My Notorious Life   

by Kate Manning 

(Review by Ron Charles, Book World)  

Even if you’re solidly pro-choice, a novel celebrating abortion rights sounds about as appealing as 

reading every bumper sticker in the parking lot at a NARAL convention. Which makes the success of My 

Notorious Life all the more remarkable. While dramatizing one of the most contentious abortion 

debates in American history, Kate Manning lays out the gray moral landscape where physical 

imperatives still battle with conscience.  

Manning’s novel is loosely based on the life of a 19th-century midwife in New York named Ann Lohman. 

After arriving from England in the 1830s, Lohman — eventually known as “Madame Restell” — began 

selling women’s medicines and performing abortions. Though largely unremembered today, the story of 

her career and trial is another one of those sensational tales carelessly misplaced in the attic of our 

historical memory.  

As Manning freely admits, she’s taken a number of creative liberties with the details of Lohman’s 

biography, including changing her name to Axie Muldoon. My Notorious Life comes to us as a memoir 

long suppressed by the descendants of this “scandalous American character.” The novel’s most fanciful 

invention comes right at the opening. While the prosecution of the actual Madame Restell was halted by 

her suicide in 1878, in this colorful re-imagining Axie fakes her death by substituting the body of one of 

her patients. Vanishing behind a new identity, she sets down this “true history” in an Irish brogue that’s 

alternately sentimental and furious. The result is a Victorian melodrama that races along the back alleys 

and posh avenues of Manhattan for more than 400 pages. 

The fundamental fact of mid-19th-century life that Manning impresses upon us is the ready possibility of 

starvation. It circumscribed women’s lives and influenced their behavior in ways utterly foreign to us 

today. During Axie’s Dickensian childhood in New York City, 35,000 homeless kids compete for food by 

begging, stealing and prostituting themselves. Babies are abandoned like unwanted kittens; half die in 

foundling hospitals before their first birthday. People who can’t work freeze to death or starve. When 

Axie’s mother gets her arm caught in a laundry mangle, the family’s prospects slip on that gory accident 

toward certain ruin. Here is America unburdened by all those onerous regulations and entitlement 

programs that sap initiative in today’s economy.  

Manning takes her time getting to the legal confrontation that eventually dominates the novel, but she 

uses these early chapters to portray the traumas that will help us understand what motivates Axie later 

in life. Again and again, the girl sees that women bear the burden of men’s sexual desire; there is no 

choice, no freedom, no escape from grievous risk. To be female is to get pregnant, and yet the costs of 

that unavoidable condition are determined entirely by men, who maintain the rigid fiction of women’s 

moral duty to be chaste.   

This lesson is taught in blood at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Evans, two elderly quacks who take in Axie as 

a servant girl. Aside from her sharp eye for the details of domestic life in the city, Manning is also 

particularly good at capturing the transitional state of medical care when new biological insights were 

still being ground up with folk cures in the crucible of science. Reliable diagnosis of gynecological 

conditions was decades away, clouded by wacky ideas about the humors, the magnetic fluids and the 



risks of female intellectual exertion.(It’s funny to see that when Axie sneaks into her employers’ dusty 

medical library, she finds what all of us still discover when we type our vague symptoms into Google: 

You have a rare condition and will die in horrible pain.)  

Fortunately, despite how little they know, the Evanses are among the more enlightened practitioners in 

town. From them, Axie learns that a pregnant woman’s body is “a miraculous machine,” not “a maladie 

to be relieved by a doctor.” Determined to figure out the source of her mother’s obstetrical misery, she 

pays special attention to the Evanses’ practice and eventually develops the skills to set up her own 

office. 

Manning isn’t the first to point out that the history of medical science is infected by virulent strains of 

misogyny, but “My Notorious Life” presents a dramatic demonstration of what women faced as they 

tried to learn about their own bodies and take control of their health. At first, Axie provides simple 

advice and midwifery care, but soon, desperate women of all classes are begging her for relief from 

pregnancies that will ruin their reputations, cast them into poverty or even kill them. Slowly, tentatively, 

compassionately, Axie begins to help.  

These were, as Manning graphically illustrates, desperate times. Given the mechanics of 19th-century 

prophylactics, it’s hard to believe anybody could ever get in the mood, but the “newfangled rubber 

pessaries” were apparently better than serial pregnancies. Axie advertises her “Lunar Remedy for Relief 

of Obstruction” in the highly euphemistic terms of the day, and there’s particularly high demand for her 

explanatory pamphlets. Her business flourishes under the benign neglect of policemen and legislators 

who grow queasy at the idea of women’s insides. 

There’s no ignoring the strong pro-choice theme of this story, but Manning’s descriptions of abortions 

performed without anesthetics —“like cleaning the guts of a pumpkin” — are almost too painful to read. 

Her point, after all, is not the virtue of abortion, but its inevitability and the tragedy of denying that fact. 

Axie’s teacher tells her solemnly: “The soul of a midwife is a broad soul and a gentle soul, and she 

delivers the greatest blessing the Lord bestows on us poor creatures. But, a midwife must also keep 

comfortable with the complexities. What I call the lesser evil.”  

Then as now, staying “comfortable with the complexities” is difficult when this most personal decision is 

thrust by loud, obnoxious men into the public arena. As the second half of “My Notorious Life” plays 

out, Axie finds herself dogged by yellow journalists and eventually by that towering, pre-satirized 

defender of American purity, Anthony Comstock. At 250 priggish pounds, he’s the perfect archenemy to 

keep Axie’s fiery story burning right to the end.   

Polemic novels usually suffer from deadening preachiness, but Manning is writing in the venerable 

tradition of Stephen Crane and Frank Norris. Unburdened by our contemporary obsession with stylistic 

sophistication and ambiguous irony, those social reformers knew that a powerful tale with memorable 

characters could draw us into the heat of social debates like nothing else. This year, when asked 

whether Roe v. Wade should be overturned, a record-high 18 percent of Americans said they were 

“unsure.”  

Axie Muldoon has a story to tell you. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



Hard Choices  

by Hillary Clinton 

As early reviews roll in for Hard Choices, Hillary Clinton’s new autobiographical memoir of her time at 

the State Department, mounting criticism claims that it is an overtly political, news-less piece of 

campaign propaganda. These critics, however, obviously didn’t look far enough under the skin, or in this 

case the jacket, to see that both in between the lines and overtly, Hard Choices is even more 

importantly a character validation of Secretary Clinton’s likability. Even said jacket, covered in pictures 

of her smiling and her infamous Blackberry checking meme-worthy photo, seems to be an effort to 

provide evidence that yes, in fact, she does laugh, maybe even at herself. That instead of the 

unrelatable, masculinized, power-monger version of Hillary Clinton that her opponents (and Saturday 

Night Live) popularized, the truer version is indeed human, likable and maybe even funny. That instead, 

this time around, she will not make the mistake of letting others be in control of how people see her. 

Let’s begin with the reality. Of course Hard Choices is politically strategic (and smartly so). If she starts 

the dialogue on the referendum of her tenure as Secretary of State, her version of the truth is laid out 

before the serious dissection and debate starts in the run-up to the election. At the same time, however, 

this strategy is also very courageous. In the current era of lack of political accountability, her discussion 

of major foreign policy problems – the losses and the wins, and even more so even a fraction of the 

outright mistakes, is commendable and courageous, especially for a politician staring down a 

Presidential race.  And while it is de rigeur for politicians to write pre-election tomes (see: The Audacity 

of Hope, No Apologies), how often do politicians use this opportunity to discuss the major issues they 

have been confronted with at work in the last four years, or even mention major failures? 

Beyond her discussion of mistakes, another surprising aspect of Hard Choices is Secretary Clinton’s frank 

discussion of her devastation from the 2008 primary loss. While hinted at in the 2010 book Game 

Change, her devastation is perhaps more evident here, as even within carefully curated words, her 

disappointment is palpable. However, her will and grace in failure are obvious as well, by both 

acknowledging her loss, being genuine about the sting, and discussing frank lessons learned from the 

defeat. 

What also becomes clear from her reaction to defeat is how much she loves her country. As the 

Democratic Party and the Obama campaign make a series of demands on her once defeat becomes clear 

in 2008, for instance, she cedes to everything she believes will help the party, no matter how difficult for 

her or her supporters. Throughout the book, she is demonstrably emotive about her connection to the 

U.S., feeling a strong sense pride every time she steps on the diplomatic airplane. 

While she is clear about her love of country and devotion to service, Hard Choices leaves many 

questions unanswered, especially with regard to her platform and plans to address the problems she 

would likely inherit. The future policy objectives she discusses range broadly from cook stoves to climate 

change, human trafficking to inequality. This is far too broad of an agenda to get a good sense of what 

she stands for specifically. As the election approaches, however, the hope is that she will become clearer 

not only as to what specific problems she hopes to address, but also on what new solutions she will be 

able to provide. 



Of course this book is not a completely truthful account of everything that has happened. It can’t be and 

it’s not meant to be. It’s an autobiography. It is a personalized account of what happened, written by a 

politician in a political way. By construction, this means it may not be the entire truth. But it’s interesting 

in and of itself precisely because it is an autobiography – Hard Choices outlines what and how Secretary 

Clinton wants us to know about her and her tenure at State. And this alone gives us insight into one of 

the most influential women in the world. And while you may not agree with her on everything 

(especially in 700 pages) or may be disappointed in how she made some of her choices, there is no 

disputing that as a stateswoman (or man), the U.S. has no one more experienced. Thus, in the prologue, 

Secretary Clinton suggests her guiding principal is to “Just try not to make the same mistake twice.” It 

seems in Hard Choices she is imploring not only herself, but the American people, and the Democratic 

party, to not do so again as well. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Mao's Last Dancer 

by Li Cunxin 

Li Cunxin (pronounced “Lee Schwin Sing”) is a remarkable man borne of a remarkable story. He has 

published a remarkable book about his extraordinary life. In his runaway best-selling autobiography, 

Mao's Last Dancer, Li recounts his determination, perseverance, vision, courage and hard work, and in 

particular, the sacred family values and integrity that he learned in poverty-stricken China, which has 

driven him to become one of the best dancers in the world. He tells of how the sixth of seven sons born 

to peasants grew up worshipping Mao Zedong before defecting to the United States. 

Li was born into bitter poverty in rural Qingdao, China. Certain years the peasants in his village even ate 

tree barks to survive. Despite the harsh reality of life, his childhood was full of love. The love of his 

parents gave him hope and courage. 

One day, a delegation from Madame Mao's Beijing Dance Academy arrived at Li's commune school to 

find suitable children to study ballet and serve in Chairman Mao's revolution. At first they passed Li 

without taking any notice, but just as they were walking out of his classroom, the class teacher 

hesitated, and suddenly tapped the last gentleman from Beijing on the shoulder and pointed. “What 

about that boy?”. And that boy was Li.  

And so began Li's remarkable journey. He was 11 when he left home to begin a seven-year harsh 

training regime from 5.30 am to 9 pm, 6 days a week at the Beijing Dance Academy. Once he found his 

passion, he worked hard and gave his all. He would practice his turns at night by candlelight, and 

hopped, one-legged, up and down stairs with heavy sandbags tied to his ankles to build his leg strength 

at 5 am in the mornings when others were still asleep.  

With incredible determination, resilience, perseverance and vision, Li graduated as one of the best 

dancers China has produced. He was discovered by Ben Stevenson, one of the world’s most respected 

teachers, choreographer and the Artistic Director of the Houston Ballet as part of the first US cultural 

delegation to communist China. And became one of the first two cultural exchange students allowed to 

go to America to study under Mao’s regime. 



In a dramatic defection, Li was subsequently locked up in the Chinese Consulate in Houston. This created 

a standoff between the Chinese and the American governments. Even George Bush senior, then US Vice 

President intervened. FBI agents surrounded the consulate in Houston, and negotiations between 

Chinese and US diplomats had begun. His defection was the headline story in America. Twenty-one 

hours later, Li walked out of the Chinese Consulate as a free man. 

He then danced with the Houston Ballet for sixteen years and became one of the best dancers in the 

world. He guest performed around the world with some of the best ballet companies and won two silver 

and a bronze medal at three International Ballet Competitions. While dancing in London, he fell in love 

with an Australian born ballerina with a major ballet company in England, Mary McKendry. They married 

in 1987, and in 1995 moved to Melbourne with their two children where Li became a principal dancer 

with the Australian Ballet.  

At age 35, Li started to plan his next career after dancing. He enrolled in accounting and financial 

courses. In 1997 he began his study at the Australian Securities Institute by correspondence with a view 

to becoming a stockbroker. For his final two years with the Australian Ballet, he rose at 5am to start 

ballet training, then racing to the stock exchange by 8am to work as a stockbroker until noon. By the 

time he joined the rest of the Australian Ballet dancers for rehearsals, he had already put in a full day's 

work. Li became a successful investment adviser and senior manager at one of the biggest stockbroking 

firms in Australia. Recently, Li followed his dance passion and became the Artistic Director of 

Queensland Ballet in Australia.  

Li’s Autobiography, Mao's Last Dancer, was published in 2003 and immediately hit the top of Australia’s 

best sellers list. It was number one in the non-fiction category and won the Book of the Year Award in 

Australia, the Christopher Award in America and it was short-list for the National Biography Award 

among other prestigious literary awards. It stayed on the top 10 Bestseller List for over one and a half 

years and it is in the 52nd printing, it has been published and sold in over 20 countries. Mao’s Last 

Dancer was made into a blockbuster film in 2009 and won several international prestigious awards.  

His book is an unique story of determination, passion, integrity and love. His journey filled with dreams 

shattered and revitalized. It is an empowering tale with so many lessons. This combined with the moving 

supporting ballet sequences and still photographs create an experience to be cherished.  

As a motivational and inspirational speaker, Li’s unique real life story works so effectively with 

corporations and conferences’ various themes and objectives. It is a story that can touch people deep in 

their hearts 


